In Akhiezer's book 1] the uniqueness of the solution of the Hamburger moment problem, if a solution exists, is related to a theory of nested disks in the complex plane. The purpose of the present paper is to develop a similar nested disk theory for a moment problem that arises in the study of certain orthogonal rational functions. Let f n g 1 n=0 be a sequence in the open unit disk in the complex plane and let In particular we give necessary and su cient conditions for the uniqueness of the solution in the case that (1 ? j n j) < 1:
f(e i )g(e i )d ( ) for f; g 2 L:
In particular we give necessary and su cient conditions for the uniqueness of the solution in the case that (1 ? j n j) < 1:
If this series diverges the solution is always unique.
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1. Introduction. In 1] the uniqueness of the solution of the Hamburger moment problem, if a solution exists, is related to a theory of nested disks in the complex plane. The purpose of the present paper is to develop a similar nested disk theory for a moment problem that arises in the study of certain orthogonal rational functions. Let T = fz 2 C : jzj = 1g; D = fz 2 C : jzj < 1g; E = fz 2 C : jzj > 1g
And let n , n = 0; 1; 2; : :: be given points in D with 0 = 0. The Blaschke factors n are given by n (z) = n j n j n ? z 1 ? n z ; n = 0; 1; 2; : ::
where by convention n j n j = ?1 when n = 0:
The ( nite) Blaschke products are B n (z) = (1 ? n z); n = 1; 2; : : : and 0 (z) = 1 and p n belongs to n , the set of polynomials of degree at most n. The substar conjugate f of a function f is de ned as f (z) = f(1=z):
For f 2 L n n L n?1 the superstar conjugate f will be f (z) (z ? k ); and ! 0 (z) = 1:
As in 2] we also put L n ( n ) = ff 2 L n : f( n ) = 0g; n = 1; 2; : : :
and similarly L n (1= n ) = ff 2 L n : f(1= n ) = 0g; n = 1; 2; : : ::
1 Furthermore we assume that M is a linear functional on L + L such that for f 2 L we have M(f ) = M(f); and M(ff ) > 0 if f 6 = 0: Then this also holds for f 2 L + L . The functional M induces an inner product h ; i on L L by hf; gi = M(fg ); f; g 2 L: Also for f; g 2 L we may de ne hf; gi = M(fg ). Then we get hf; gi =< hg ; f i forf; g 2 L: As hg; fi = M(gf ) = M(fg ) = hf; gi for f; g 2 L and hf; fi = M(ff ) > 0 for f 2 L, f 6 = 0, the inner product is Hermitian and positive-de nite on L L.
In this paper we develop a nested disk theory in connection to the following \moment" problem:
Given the inner product h ; i on L L (or the linear functional M on L+L ), nd a non-decreasing function on ? ; ] (or a positive Borel measure on ? ; )) such that
In particular we give necessary and su cient conditions for the uniqueness of the solution in the case that
(1 ? j n j) < 1:
If this series diverges the solution is always unique. Two non-decreasing functions which are solutions of the moment problem such that their di erence is a constant at all the points at which it is continuous, are considered to be the same solution of the moment problem.
2. Orthogonal rational functions. In our approach orthogonal raional functions will play an important rôle. Let the sequence f n g 1 n=0 in L be obtained by orthonormalization of the sequencefB n g 1 n=0 with respect to the inner product h ; i on L L, i.e. n 2 L n and h n ; n i = 1; n = 0; 1; 2; : :: and hf; n i = 0 for f 2 L n?1 ; n = 1; 2; : : ::
It follows easily that hf; n i = 0 for f 2 L n ( n ); n = 1; 2; : : :; because B n f 2 L n?1 for such f. Each n can be written as
Here the non-zero number b (n) n is called the leading coe cient of n . We assume that the n are chosen such that b (n) n > 0 and we write n = b (n) n . It is easily shown that n = n ( n ) = n ( n ): Using the uniqueness of the reproducing kernel
for the inner product space L n it can be shown, see for instance 2] , that the following Christo el-Darboux formula holds (2:1)
and equivalently
The n and n satisfy the recurrence relations Together with (2.5) and (2.6) this leads to In particular this implies (2:9) j n j > j n j:
A di erent proof of (2.8) can be found in 5]. It is shown in 7] that we also have
for f 2 L n (1= n ); f 6 0; n = 1; 2; : : ::
The functions n and n satisfy the recurrences 4. Analogues of the Liouville-Ostrogradskii formula (determinant formula) and Green's formula. In the previous section we have seen that the pairs ( n (z); n (z)) and ( n (z); ? n (z)) satisfy the recurrence (4:1a) n?1 n X n (z) = n A n (z)X n?1 (z) + n B n (z)X y n?1 (z); n = 1; 2; : : :; (4:1b) n?1 n X y n (z) = n n A n (z)X n?1 (z) + n B n (z)X y n?1 (z)]; n = 1; 2; : : : where n = ? n j n j ; A n (z) = z ? n?1 1 ? n z ; B n (z) = 1 ? n?1 z 1 ? n z ; n = 1; 2; : : :: Suppose that the pair (x n (z); x y n(z)) satis es (4.1) and suppose that the pair y n (w); y y n(w)) satis es (4.1) with z replaced by w. Put G n (z; w) = x y n (z)y n (w) ? x n (z)y y n (w); n = 0; 1; 2; : ::: 4
? n A n (z)x n?1 (z) + n B n (z)x y n?1 (z)] n n A n (w)y n?1 (w) + n B n (w)y y n?1 (w)] In particular for x n (z) = n (z); x y n (z) = n (z); y n (z) = n (z); y y n (z) = ? n (z)
we obtain the analogue of the Liouville-Ostrogradskii formula
as a special case of the determinant formula. Of course formula (4.3) may be derived easier. The formula is also proved in 5].
The analogue of Green's formula is derived in a similar way. Put F n (z; w) = x y n (z)y y n (w) ? x n (z)y n (w); n = 0; 1; 2; : :::
This time we obtain from (4.1) We only mention the following special cases of Green's formula. For x n (z) = n (z); x y n (z) = n (z); y n (w) = n (w); y y n (w) = ? n (w) = 0; n = 1; 2; : : : where the inner product acts on z, the sequence is called para-orthogonal. As Q n (z; w) = wQ n (z; w); superstar conjugation with respect to z, the Q n are called w-invariant. Notice that the above orthogonality remains valid if for each n we take for w a xed w n in T. If with n;j = M( n;j ) > 0 for j = 1; : : :; n. Let us assume now that z j = e i j , j = 1; 2; : : :; n, with ? 1 < 2 < : : : < n < : 7
Then, using the functions n given by n ( ) = n (z) + w n (z) describe a circle, say K n (z), if w varies in T. Indeed, by the Christo el-Darboux formula (2.1) and formula (4.7) we have 0 < jj n (z)j ? j n (z)jj j n (z)j + j n (z)j jsj j n (z)j + j n (z)j jj n (z)j ? j n (z)jj < 1: As w 2 T, the equation of K n (z) is (6:1) j n (z) + s n (z)j = j n (z) ? s n (z)j:
Since the pairs( n (z); n (z)) and ( n (z); ? n (z)) are (independent) solutions of the recurrency (4.1) also the pair ( n (z) ? s n (z); ? n (z) ? s n (z)) is a solution of (4. Formula (6.3) implies that the n (z) are nested disks, n (z) n+1 (z); n = 1; 2; : : :: Moreover, by (6.2), the circles K n (z) and K n+1 (z) touch if z is not a zero of n or if both n (z) and n (z) are zero. The intersection of the disks n (z) is denoted as 1 (z). Clearly 1 (z) is a circular disk (with a positive radius) or 1 (z) is a point. The limiting circle, which may reduce to a point, is denoted as K 1 (z). The equation for 1 (z) is is non-increasing, (obvious for jzj < 1), and 1 (z) is a point if and only if this sequence tends to zero for n ! 1.
In the remaining part of this paper we assume Proof: a) Take X n = n (z) ? s n (z) and X y n = ? n (z) ? s n (z) with s 2 1 (z).
for every solution (X n ; X y n ) of (4.1), then P 1 k=0 j k (z)j 2 < 1, and therefore 1 (z) is a disk with a positive radius.
In the sequel we say that 1 (z) is a \disk" if 1 (z) is not a single point. Thus by a disk we mean a disk with a positive radius. Similarly we say that K 1 (z) is a \circle" if K 1 (z) does not reduce to a single point. ? n (z) n (z 0 ) ? n (z) n (z 0 ) = 1 ? n (z) n (z 0 )] by (6.7) and (6.8) as P 1 k=0 j k (z 0 )j 2 < 1 and P 1 k=0 j k (z 0 )j 2 < 1 since 1 (z 0 ) is a disk. Let C be a compact subset of D 0 E 0 . Then A n (z) and B n (z) are uniformly bounded for z 2 C. Say jA n (z)j R 1 and jB n (z)j R 2 for z 2 C and n = 0; 1; 2; : : :: Then (6.15) and (6. We now may speak of an alternative: either 1 (z) is a disk for every z 2 D 0 E 0 , or 1 (z) is a point for every z 2 D 0 E 0 .
Thus we may say that 1 (or K 1 ) is a disk (circle) or 1 (or K 1 ) is a point without specifying any z 2 D 0 E 0 . 
